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Abstract. The pile-anchor supporting system is wildly used in the excavation supported system, and 
waist beams play an important role in the supported system. If the waist beam is destroyed, it may 
lead to the collapse of the retaining structure. But now, the designers tend to ignore the specifically 
designed for it, some one use the single span beam to design the waist beam, this is too conservative. 
The others use the continuous beam to calculate, although it is reasonable in the ideal state, but there 
are lots of uncertain factors on the construction site, which will be some risk. So we will give some 
reasonable suggestions by comparing several common waist beams’ calculation method. 

Introduction 

At present, in the excavation supporting engineering, the pile-anchor supporting system application is 
very extensive, it consists of piles, waist beams and the anchor. The destruction of waist beam will 
lead to the collapse of the retaining structure. So the waist beam is very important to the pile-anchor 
supporting system. But people often ignore the design for it, this is very dangerous. So we will give 
some reasonable suggestions by comparing several common waist beams’ calculation methods. 

Bending Moment Calculation of Waist Beam 

The calculation of the “one pile one anchor” type of waist beam. In the “one pile one anchor” type 
of waist beam, the space of anchors and piles is equal. It  have four kinds of calculation methods. 

Method 1: we don’t consider the filling between the pile and the waist beam, and according to the 
single span beam to calculate. We can use the pile or anchor cable as the bearing. 

If we use the pile as the bearing, simplifying the anchor cable as a concentrated load, the 
calculating diagram of waist beam as shown in fig.1. The bending moment diagram is shown in fig.2. 
If we use the anchor cable as the bearing, simplifying the pile as a concentrated load. the calculating 
diagram of waist beam as shown in fig.1 too. F  is the anchor cable’s force, d  is the anchor’s spacing. 

                                  
Fig.1.  Simple diagram for calculating                                   Fig.2.  Bending moment diagram 
 
So, According to the result of method 1, the soil side and the inside of the excavation of the waist 

beam’s maximum bending moment value should be 0.25 Fd .  
Method 2: we don’t consider the filling between the pile and the waist beam, and according to the 

five span continuous beam to calculate. 
If we use the pile as the bearing, simplifying the anchor cable as a concentrated load, the 

calculating diagram of waist beam as shown in fig.3, the bending moment diagram is shown in fig.4. 
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Fig.3.  Simple diagram for calculating 
 

If we use the anchor cable as the bearing, simplifying the pile’s force for a concentrated load, it’s 
value is F . The calculating diagram and bending moment diagram are shown in fig.3 and fig.5. 

   
Fig.4.  Bending moment diagram                            Fig.5.  Bending moment diagram 
 

So, According to the result of method two, the soil side and the inside of the excavation for the 
waist beam’s maximum bending moment value should be 0.171 Fd .  

Method 3: we consider the filling between the pile and the waist beam, simplifying them as the 
uniform load. and use the anchor cable as the bearing, We can use the single span beam to calculate. 
The value of q is F d .The calculating diagram is shown in fig.6, the bending moment diagram is 
shown in fig.7. q  is the function of the pile and the filler.  

                
Fig.6.  Simple diagram for calculating                    Fig.7.  Bending moment diagram 
 

According to the result of method 3, the soil side and the inside of the excavation for the waist 
beam’s maximum bending moment value should be 8Fd .  

Method 4: we consider the bearing and the load as method 3. And use the continuous beam to 
calculate.The calculating diagram and the bending moment diagram is shown in fig.8 and fig.9. 

   
  Fig.8.  Simple diagram for calculating                   Fig.9.  Bending moment diagram 

 
According to the result of this method, the soil side and the inside of the excavation for the waist 

beam’s maximum bending moment value should be 0.105 Fd .  
The calculation of the “two pile one anchor” type of waist beam. In the “two pile one anchor” 

type of waist beam, the spacing of the anchor cable is two times that of pile’s. This type of waist beam 
has four kinds of calculation methods. 

Method 1: we don’t consider the filling between the pile and the waist beam, and use the anchor 
cable or pile as the bearing, then, simplify the function of the pile or the anchor cable for the 
concentrated load. We can use the single span beam to calculate. 

If we use piles on both sides of the cable as the bearing, simplifying the anchor cable as a 
concentrated load, the result is same to the method 1 of the “one pile one anchor” type of waist beam. 
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If we use the anchor cable as the bearing, simplifying the  pit for a concentrated load, Q  is the 
pile’s force. The calculating diagram and bending moment diagram is shown in fig.10 and fig.11.   

                
Fig.10.  Simple diagram for calculating                Fig.11.  Bending moment diagram 
According to the result of this method, the soil side and the inside of the excavation for the waist 

beam’s maximum bending moment value is 8Fd .  
Method 2: we don’t consider the filling, simplifying the function of the pile or the anchor cable for  

a concentrated load. We can use the five span continuous beam to calculate. 
If we use the piles as the bearing, simplifying the function of the anchor cable for a concentrated 

 load, the calculating diagram is shown in fig.12, the bending moment diagram is shown in fig.13. 

 
Fig.12.  Simple diagram for calculating                         Fig.13.  Bending moment diagram 
 

If we use the anchor cable as the bearing and  simplify the function of the piles for the concentrated 
load, The calculating diagram is shown in fig.14, the bending moment diagram is shown in fig.15. 

   
Fig.14.  Simple diagram for calculating                   Fig.15.  Bending moment diagram 

 
According to the result of method 2, the soil side and the inside of the excavation for the waist 

beam’s maximum bending moment value is 0.118 Fd .  
Method 3: it is like the method 3 of the “one pile one anchor” type, the result should be 8Fd . 
Method 4: it is like the method 4 of the “one pile one anchor” type, the result should be 0.105 Fd .  

Example 

The south of the excavation’s second phase close to the first phase, the east and the west close to a 
road, on the north side, there are some houses. The floor area is about 4600 m2, the building area is 
about 43100 m2, there are eight storeys on the ground, and there are three storeys under the ground. 
The excavation is rectangular, the length is 95m, the width is 50m, the depth is 17m. In the excavation 
supporting system, the piles’ diameter is 800mm, the spacing is 1600 mm, the depth of build-in is 4.5 
m, the anchorage force of anchor cable is 300 kN . On the south side, the form of support is the “one 
pile one anchor” type, and on the north side, the form of support is the “two pile one anchor” type. 

For this engineering, Calculation results of the south and north’s waist beam are shown in table 1. 
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Table 1  Calculation results of the south and north’s waist beam 

Type Working 
condition Method Soil side

/ kN m  
Inside of 
the beam
/ kN m

Type Working 
condition Method 

Soil 
side 

/ kN m  

Inside of 
the beam
/ kN m

(south) 
 

One 
pile 
one 

anchor 

 
 

Don’t  
consider 

the 
 filling 

Method 1 120 120 

(north)
 

Two
pile
one 

anchor

 
 

Don’t  
consider

the 
 filling 

Method 1 120 120 

Method 2 82.08 82.08 Method 2 113.28 113.28 

suggestion 101.04 101.04 suggestio
n 120 120 

Consider 
 

 the filling 

Method 3 60 60 
Consider

 
 the filling

Method 3 120 120 

Method 4 50.4 50.4 Method 4 100.8 100.8 

suggestion 60 60 suggestio
n 120 120 

 
1) For the “one pile one anchor” type of waist beam, when don’t consider the filling, the value of 

method 2 is 31.6% less than the method 1, so the result of method 2 is more economic, in ideal state, 
the result of method 2 is more reasonable. But there is no ideal state, a lot of uncertain factors will 
produce a great impact on the force performance of waist beam. So, it is recommended that the result 
should be the average value of method 1 and method 2. When consider the filling, the value of method 
4 is 16% less than method 3, In order to ensure the safety ,we suggest use the method 3 to calculate. 

2) For the “two pile one anchor” type of waist beam, when we don’t consider the filling, the value 
of method 2 is 5.6% smaller than method 1; when we consider the filling, the value of method 4 is 
16% smaller than method 3. So in order to ensure the safety of the excavation, we suggest according 
to the method 1 and method 3 to calculate. 

Conclusions 

This paper is aimed at the “one pile one anchor” and “two pile one anchor” type of waist beam, the 
conclusions as follows. 

1) For the “one pile one anchor” type of waist beam. When don’t consider the filling, we can use 
the pile as the bearing, simplify the anchor as a concentrated load, according to the single span beam 
to calculate, the bending moment value is reduced by 15.8%, the result will be used to design the 
waist beam. When we consider the filling, and we use the anchor cable as the bearing, simplify the 
function of the pile and the filler for the uniform load, the single span beam is used to calculate. 

2) For the “two pile one anchor” type of waist beam. when don’t consider the filling, we can use 
piles on both sides of the cable as the bearing, simplify the function of the anchor as a concentrated 
load, use the single span beam to calculate, we can get the bending moment to design the waist beam. 
When consider the filling, we can use the anchor cable as the bearing, simplify the function of the pile 
and the filler for the uniformly distributed load, according to the single span beam to calculate. 
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